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The year started with a bang for IZ*ONE: their debut showcase included their OGs in the
group, the top-notch actors Song Joong Ki and Kim Rae Won, comedian Lee Kwang Soo,
who sang their solo hits, and of course, their mentor hitmaker Lee Soo Man. And all of

these heartthrobs were back in the South Korean music scene with their own projects. Kim
Rae Won s more acrobatic music venture, Gashina, was released in March; and Song Joong
Ki s first solo album, The Prodigal Son in December. In between, Lee Soo Man and IZ*ONE
signed a sub-label deal with Monstar Entertainment in March 2019, and the trio unveiled
their sub-label promotions on Welcome to MONSTAR!!!. This exclusive project presented

their genres: Dance, House, and Disco soundtracks. At the end of April 2019, they
released a single as a group, Embrace on Japanese music streaming site, J-Play with heavy
collaboration. Elizabeth Skipper, Music Writer for The New York Times While life as a full-
time artist entails juggling a diverse schedule, IZ*ONE s leader Izuna chose to build her

career on music that not only speaks to her, but the South Korean generation. Monan and
Rainbow are such uptempo ebullient tracks, their bouncy tracks and danceable elements
drawing in different listeners. Minnie's lighthearted lyrics are enough to make the tune
catchy. Aside from using mainstream sounds, she also joined forces with indie rappers

Omega Sapien and LSD, making CY an exciting one-of-a-kind project. It is my least favorite
track on the album, but it's still a stellar song in the group s career.
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